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ABOUT  THE ART
Artist: Dixon Patten Jnr (Bitja)
Tribes: Gunnai, Yorta Yorta, Gunditjmara, Dhudhuroa, Djab Wurrung, Wemba Wemba, 
Barapa Barapa, Wiradjuri, Yuin, Wadi Wadi, Wodi Wodi, Monero. 

The guiding philosophy of the artwork is centred around deep-listening. An almost spiritual 
skill, based on respect. Aboriginal people passed on stories through storytelling. Deep 
listening was vital to our survival, the ability to stop, reflect, understand and then enact was 
key to our cultural knowledge. The hands reaching out the message sticks are showing their 
willingness to listen, share and teach and by doing these, we grow as a community. 

This art also acknowledges the disruption to our culture(s) and acknowledges the truth 
of the impacts of colonisation and how that has resulted in loss of land, language, family, 
community and culture. These injustices have directly influenced disconnection and 
therefore our most vulnerable in community have seen culture and history through a defecit 
lens, which is opposite to the abundance and safety that our culture provides. It is through 
connection, knowing where you come from and realising our strengths as a people that we 
feel empowered. 

The healing stones are included to promote healing for land, water, air and people. We all 
have a role to play as a society; by doing our bit for sustainability for the environment and 
reconciling the past, to help shape a better future for all. 

The elder and the ancestors depicted remind us to stay true to our values and principals; in 
caring for community and country. 
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ABOUT US
Welcome to the Annual Report of 2020/2021 of the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service.

VALS was established as a community controlled Co-operative Society in 1973. We play an
important role in providing referrals, advice, information, duty work or case work assistance
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in Victoria. Solicitors at VALS work in
one of three areas of law: Criminal Law, Family Law and Civil Law.

VALS is the only Victorian organisation funded by the Government under the Aboriginal and/
or Torres Strait IslanderIslander Legal Services program. We are funded through the National 
Legal Assistance Partnership (NLAP).

At VALS, we look for sustainable responses to legal problems. This means we support 
investigation and use of therapeutic and preventative approaches to reduce the interaction 
our clients and community have with the legal system to produce longer lasting outcomes for 
our clients.  We strive to:

Promote social justice for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples:

• Promote the right of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to empowerment, 
identity and culture;

• Ensure that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples enjoy their rights, are 
aware of their responsibilities under the law and have access to appropriate advice, 
assistance and representation;

• Reduce the disproportionate involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples in the criminal justice system; and

• Promote the review of legislation and other practices which discriminate against 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.

VALS will continue to ensure that all Victorian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
enjoy and exercise their legal rights, are aware of their responsibilities under the law, and 
have access to appropriate legal representation in the legal system.
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OUR VALUES

Cultural 
Competency

Commitment

Self
Determination

Equity

Ethics 
& Integrity

Respect
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CHAIRPERSON STATEMENT 
On behalf of the VALS’ Board I am pleased to present to 
you our 2020-21 Annual Report.

It has been a very challenging year with the on again/off 
again restrictions and other adverse impacts of COVID-19 
for community and our hard-working VALS team. As a 
Board we also had to take the extremely difficult decision 
to implement a new client intake freeze in May. The aim 
is to provide space for us to address difficulties that have 
arisen from the mismatch of demand for our services 
across Victoria with what we can safely provide within 
our limited resources. We are hopeful to overcome these 
difficulties in collaboration with government partners by 
the end of quarter 1, 2021/22. 

Nonetheless, our VALS team continues to make a big 
difference for our community. This includes: helping to 
keep Aboriginal people coming into custody safe and 
with 24 hours, 7 days per week access to a VALS lawyer; 
providing wrap around legal assistance to people that 
we support to tell their story to the Disability Royal 
Commission; sensitively representing families as they 
come to understand the death of their loved one in 
coronial inquests; making available more community 
legal education on diverse topics affecting our people; 
and sharing our unique expertise that comes from nearly 
50 years of delivering the only culturally safe legal service 
for our community in Victoria to inform wider policy and 
legislative changes in Victoria and nationally. 

Working in partnership with two universities, we are 
also very excited to initiate the Aboriginal Community 
Justice Reports pilot. These reports are prepared pre-
sentence and aim to identify possible underlying drivers 
of an individual’s offending. In particular, those that may 
relate to impacts of trauma and colonisation uniquely 
experienced as an Aboriginal person. These provide a 
voice to the offender, their family and community. In a 
criminal legal system that does not work for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, these reports will go 
some way to ensuring more voice for our people within it. 

In the last year, the Board welcomed new members, 
Herb Patten and Crystal McKinnon. We farewelled 
Sue Ann Hunter who needed to step down to join the 
Yoo-rrook Justice Commission. Members of the VALS’ 
Board continue to support VALS staff to achieve our 
organisational goals and to look to the communities in 
which they work for guidance on what their legal needs 
are at any particular point in time. 

I thank my fellow Board members for their ongoing 
commitment to helping advance the effective 
governance of, and delivery of VALS strategic 
objectives.

We are fortunate to have impactful CEO leadership 
with Nerita Waight at the helm and then George 
Selvanera from June (who had joined us as Director 
of Executive and Corporate Services in March) to 
progress implementation of our vision. They are active 
in their pursuit of productive relationships and funding 
opportunities to support VALS resilience so that 
VALS makes more difference more of the time for our 
clients and wider community. They oversee a team of 
dedicated VALS managers and staff.

I thank all the VALS staff team on behalf of the Board 
for their service to the Victorian community. It is 
through them that Aboriginal people have more 
opportunity for justice and fair treatment before the 
law and in and out of court rooms. 

Together with the Board, our staff team and ACCO and 
wider government and non-government partners, we 
look forward to advancing VALS further in the year 
ahead. 

Des Morgan
Chairperson
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CEO STATEMENT 
2020/21 has been another year in which the global 
pandemic has disrupted all of our work and lives. The 
pandemic response has had a profound impact on the 
Victorian legal system and Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples. This includes: 

• extensive delays in many judicial processes;

• restrictions on movement and contact enforced 
through an excessive policing response;

• on again/off again restrictions and access to 
services; and 

• the loss of protective factors such as kicking 
a football with your mates, taking time out 
from household stresses to catch up with your 
friends for a cuppa and not being able to access 
in-person support such as for many drug and 
alcohol and mental health services. 

Taken together, it’s been hugely challenging. On one 
hand, we saw a welcome reduction in Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander people coming into custody (from 
an average of 37 per day in 2019/20 to 32 in 2020/21). On 
the other, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
have been disproportionately impacted by eye-wateringly 
high fines associated with the policing response to 
the pandemic, recorded incidents of family violence 
increased across all ages and genders and those entering 
custody display many more vulnerabilities. 

It has meant for our 24/7 Custody Notification Service 
(CNS) that those dedicated, compassionate CNS officers 
are making more contact more often with Aboriginal 
people in custody. Their calls help confirm that the 
person is safe, medical and other needs are known and 
attended to and to facilitate immediate access to a VALS 
criminal solicitor, where required. On average, CNS 
officers contacted each person in custody 5.6 times, 
more than 50% more per person in custody compared 
with 2019/20. 

The CNS is truly a life-saving service that contributes 
to reducing- still excessively high- Aboriginal deaths in 
custody; despite the 30-year anniversary of the Royal 
Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody (RCDIAC) 
in May 2021. 30 years on and even with the COVID related 
drop in people coming into custody, the rate of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people in Victoria in custody 
has doubled. Working with our Aboriginal Justice Caucus 
(AJC) partners, VALS continues to advocate for the full 
implementation of RCDIAC recommendations. Along with 
our AJC partners we also advocate for initiatives such 
as an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice 
Commissioner to provide an independent, culturally 

competent monitor of Victorian Government progress 
in implementing RCDIAC recommendations and those 
from coronial inquests.  

The uncertainty of COVID and snap lockdowns have 
impacted VALS service delivery and our staff too. 
Rapid changes in Practice Directions have required all 
legal practice areas and community justice programs 
to plan workload in accordance with those Practice 
Directions. However, these also require maximum 
flexibility to adapt at any given time. 

For VALS, which operates with significant funding 
constraints to provide culturally safe legal assistance 
state-wide, that has been even more challenging. 
It has also made recruitment and retention of staff 
a significant challenge; a challenge that is a key 
strategic priority for 2021/22. It says a lot about how 
committed and capable our staff and management 
team are that, despite this, they continued to make a 
massive difference for Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander people in Victoria and keep innovating what 
we are doing. This includes:

• implementing a new Outcomes Framework 
that over time will enable VALS to 
systematically evidence the aggregate 
impact we have on improving our clients’ life 
circumstances. For example, in areas such 
as improving wellbeing, housing security and 
personal safety.  

• our Baggarrook staff have contributed 
to reducing reoffending and no woman 
returning to custody in their intensive 
support to vulnerable women at high risk of 
homelessness and offending as they transition 
from custody to the community.

• Community Justice Program securing 
grants to develop new resources and 
programs related to family violence, healthy 
relationships for young people and to promote 
awareness and inclusion of LGBTQIA young 
people. 

• Wirraway specialist litigation unit 
representing families in coronial inquests.

• our Civil and Human Rights practice 
contributing to the design of the Stolen 
Generation Redress Scheme and schemes 
that wipe historic offending. They also 
provide wrap-around legal advice and support 
for persons that we assist at the Disability 
Royal Commission through an innovative 
partnership with the Your Story Legal Service.
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• we began work to establish a rebooted Balit 
Ngulu, a dedicated youth justice legal and 
support service in the Melbourne metropolitan 
and Greater Shepparton areas, with thanks 
to the DJCS. This contributes to the nearly 
finalised, first-ever Aboriginal Youth Justice 
Strategy in Victoria.

• we began work on a new web-app that can 
support self-help for prospective clients 
and expand the availability and accessibility 
of community legal education. Watch out 
for December 2021, when the web-app (also 
mobile phone enabled) launches.  

• we saw continued growth in criminal and 
family law matters, especially for clients living 
in regional Victoria for our Criminal Law team 
and a more than 30% increase in legal matters 
for our Family Law team.

By May 2021, the average case file numbers for our 
lawyers in Criminal Law and Family Law far exceeded 
sector recommendations. In that month, we also had 
the disappointing news that VALS was unsuccessful 
in securing funding to expand our service footprint 
so that Aboriginal people can access culturally safe, 
legal assistance where they live throughout Victoria. 
As a result, the VALS Board reluctantly implemented a 
new client intake freeze for our over-worked Criminal 
Law and Family Law practices. We have facilitated 
warm referrals to other legal assistance providers to 
ensure Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
have continued to have representation and other legal 
assistance as required. 

It was against this backdrop that I was appointed by 
the Board as acting CEO while Nerita Waight took 
parental leave from early June 2021. A key first step 
for me has been to closely work with DJCS to help 
address the underlying causes of the new client 
intake freeze and to reposition the state-wide service 
transformation proposal. This includes seeking 
support for a modernised staffing structure and 
rewards system, opening a new office in the Barwon 
South West RAJAC area and to re-establish an office 
in Morwell. The aim is that within Q1 2021/22, we will 
have concluded this work and the Board can feel 
confident about lifting the new client intake freeze. 
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Work with, and negotiating with, Government is a 
large and often unseen part of VALS work. Our Policy, 
Communications and Strategy team coordinates and 
drives our efforts to influence a rapidly evolving policy 
and legislative landscape. In the last year, this includes 
responding to issues such as the broken bail system 
which is now the main reason that Aboriginal people 
are in custody, youth justice, raising the age of criminal 
responsibility, cannabis decriminalisation, pandemic 
powers and police and prisons accountability and 
oversight. 

The team has developed a reputation for thought 
provoking webinars, expanding VALS public profile and 
for innovation. For instance, the team are driving the 
Aboriginal Community Justice Reports pilot. Based 
within our Community Justice Program, the pilot 
aims to improve sentencing processes and outcomes 
for Aboriginal defendants by providing courts with 
information about the personal and community 
circumstances of Aboriginal individuals before the 
courts, and which provide relevant sentencing options 
that are accompanied with appropriate supports. 
As I say, we are hugely fortunate to have such a 
committed and capable staff and management 
team at VALS. Similarly, the VALS Board, under the 
thoughtful and inclusive stewardship of Uncle Des 
Morgan, makes a huge contribution too. Our Board 
members offer constructive challenge, ideas and mean 
our governance and management keep improving 
too. For me personally, they are an invaluable source 
of support and guidance as I steer the ship for the 
duration of Nerita’s leave.  

We look forward to a 2021/22 where we can- hopefully- 
as a society learn lessons from, and move beyond, the 
COVID-19 response. We will keep advocating for our 
Building Back Better plan and systemic reform to make 
Aboriginal self-determination a reality and our legal 
system one that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people can have trust and confidence in. We also look 
forward to our VALS Board and staff team keeping 
safe, well and continuing our invaluable work alongside 
our Aboriginal communities and clients in Victoria and 
nationally too. 

George Selvanera
Acting CEO



Des is a Yorta Yorta 
man from the Murray/
Goulburn river area of 
Victoria/NSW. He has 
been an active member 
of the Aboriginal 
community since 
1984, having served on 
various local and state 
organisations, Boards of 
Management Inc, Legal 
Service, Aborigines 
Advancement League, 
VACSAL and VAEAI. He 
also served a six-year 
period as an ATSIC 
Regional Councilor and 
past Chair of NJERNDA 
(Echuca) for several 
years and a member 
of Yorta Yorta Nations 
Aboriginal Corporation.

Deputy Executive 
Officer, Victorian 
Aboriginal Community 
Services Association 
Limited. Completed 
Diploma of Frontline 
Management with 
Swinburne Governance 
Training.

Larry is a Gunditjmara 
man born in Mooroopna. 
He has been actively 
involved in Aboriginal 
affairs since 1983 with 
a strong background in 
Koori education and as a 
client service officer with 
VALS. He has represented 
the Aboriginal community 
at local, state and 
national forums 
including the Regional 
Aboriginal Justice 
Advisory Committee, 
the Aboriginal Justice 
Forum, VAEAI and ATSIC. 
Larry’s current role is as 
an Indigenous Community 
Development Broker with 
the Victorian Office of 
Aboriginal Affairs.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Des Morgan
Chairperson

Larry Kanoa
Treasurer

Amanda is a Gunditjmara 
woman with a variety of 
working experience in our 
community.  Amanda has 
previously worked VALS, 
VACSAL and Victoria 
Police.  Amanda has, 
through her tireless work, 
shown she is passionate 
about social justice for 
Koori people.

Amanda Dunstall
Director

Pam Aplin
Secretary
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Sue-Anne Hunter is a 
proud Wurundjeri and 
Ngurai Illum Wurrung 
woman, committed to 
selfdetermination and 
advocating for the rights of 
all First Nations peoples.

Prior to the establishment 
of her business, Aboriginal 
Cultural Consultancy in 
2019, Sue-Anne worked in 
the Aboriginal Child and 
Family Welfare field for 
over 18 years and has been 
appointed director on 
several boards.

Sue-Anne is a trained 
Social Worker and has an 
in-depth understanding 
of developmental, 
transgenerational and 
community traumas as well 
as western modalities of 
therapy.

Her studies have been 
recognised nationally and 
internationally and she 
is proficient in multiple 
therapeutic interventions, 
in which she combines 
with cultural knowledge to 
bring about healing change 
for her people. Sue-Anne 
is passionate in ensuring 
her people receive a high 
quality of service delivery 
particularly in the space of 
health and wellbeing.

Cienan Muir is a Yorta Yorta 
and Ngarrindjeri man. who 
grew up in Northcote. 
When Cienan was younger 
he lived in Echuca, Moama 
and Mooroopna. Cienan is a 
strong advocate for ensuring  
young people have voice 
and the opportunity to make 
the changes they want to 
see in the future. He has 
a passion for Indigenous 
creativity, storytelling and 
representation within the 
popular culture arena.

Sue-Anne Hunter
Director
Retired 2021

Cienan Muir
Director
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Herb Patten is a 
Ganai-Kurnai, Yorta Yorta 
and Wiradjuri man and 
is a painter and gum leaf 
player. He is widely known 
throughout Australia as 
a professional gum leaf 
player and has released 
two CDs – How to Play 
the Gumleaf and Born an 
Aussie Son.

Dr Crystal McKinnon is an 
Amangu Yamatji academic, 
researcher and community 
organiser. She is a historian 
and a critical Indigenous 
studies scholar, who is 
currently working at RMIT 
as a Vice Chancellor’s 
Indigenous Research Fellow 
in the Social and Global 
Studies Centre.

She has extensive 
governance experience 
having previously served 
for a number of years on the 
Boards of both Flat Out and 
of the Victorian Aboriginal 
Community Services 
Associated Limited, and she 
is currently a director on 
the Board of the Victorian 
Aboriginal Legal Service 
and she sits on the steering 
committee for the Law and 
Advocacy Centre for Women.

Crystal has previously 
worked in both the Aboriginal 
community organisation and 
the community legal centre 
sectors.

Herb Patten
Director

Crystal Mckinnon
Director



LEGAL 
PRACTICE
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ABORIGINAL FAMILIES PRACTICE 

Staffing and Structural changes

It has been a difficult year for staff retention. In a climate where the legal employment market is buoyant and 
we remain at a 20% competitive disadvantage in terms of salary, the Practice lost four lawyers; all of whom 
departed after actively seeking and obtaining higher offers. The Practice remains vulnerable to further staff 
losses, which are disruptive to service delivery and account for significant loss of invested time, resources and 
corporate knowledge.

That said, we have taken these losses as an opportunity to significantly restructure the Practice:

• We have provided continuity and certainty for our Mildura clients by extending Ivana Blekic’s contract to 
June 2022.

• Grace Francese is currently acting in the senior lawyer role while Genevieve Yarak is on maternity leave. 
Grace has sound knowledge in family law and is an excellent mentor to our junior team. This is also an 
excellent opportunity to develop her leadership skills.

• Frances Lovell, who commenced with VALS as a legal secretary, commenced as lawyer in April

• Caitlan Terry commenced as a volunteer with VALS, before offered a part time contract. In mid November, 
Caitlan will commence on a full time basis in legal administration, and will be offered a position as a family 
lawyer in mid 2022 once she is admitted to practice; another example of the availability of career pathways 
in the Practice.

• Brittany Stanford was elevated to senior paralegal in recognition of the scope of the work she preforms.

• Ruth Alur commenced as a legal secretary before being appointed as the early resolution service lawyer.

• Julie Lui, also previously a VALS volunteer has been employed as a family lawyer.

The Practice has subscribed to the Family Law Book, an invaluable on line resource for any family lawyer; which 
includes a real time phone precedent service.

Two lawyers are currently undertaking Independent Childrens Lawyers certification. 

The Principal Managing Lawyer completed the Practice Management Course and the Trust Accounting Course, 
and now also holds VLA panel certifier status in child protection, family law and family violence.

The Practice has hosted a law student from LaTrobe University for a 12 day placement, and mentored a law 
student from Monash University.

Early Resolution Service

VALS signed a contract with VLA for $120,000 in funding for the Early Resolution Service (ERS) for family 
violence matters; which commenced in May 2021. Ruth Alur has been appointed as the ERS lawyer accepting 
referrals from Dandenong, Melbourne, Broadmeadows, Sunshine, Werribee, Ringwood and Morwell. The service 
provides pre-court resolution advice and real time legal options for our clients in those locations; saving clients 
and the Courts time and resources.

Despite some early operational issues, the service is operating well and we expect demand to increase 
significantly over the coming months.
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Community Legal Education

Early discussions have taken place to deliver targeted CLE’s across the State. The first such CLE VALS 
Community Legal Information Session – Aboriginal Families Practice was delivered on line on 3 August with 67 
registered attendees. Further KPI targets were impacted by  ongoing Covid restrictions.

Victoria Legal Aid funding

The Practice has four external contracts with VLA:

1. Child protection lawyer – Mildura
2. Child protection lawyer- Gippsland
3. Family lawyer- Melbourne
4. Early Resolution Service lawyer

All contracts are renewed annually and reviewed quarterly. 

Merger of the Family Court & Federal Circuit Court

Legislation for the merger was passed in February and the Courts began operation as a single entity on 1 
September 2021, with a single set of rules & regulations, and a drastically altered operating procedures.

Training into rules and operating procedures was provided to Practice team members in late August 2021.
 

Independent Family Advocacy Support program

The Practice uses this program as a referral partner for non-legal advocacy for Aboriginal parents with 
intellectual disabilities. The IFAS program refers clients to VALS should the matter progress to requiring legal 
representation.

Advocacy

The Practice remains active in advocating for legal issues that affect our clients:
1. Independent Childrens Lawyers
2. We have been advocating to VLA the issue of ICL’s not following practice guidelines; a matter also 

recognised and recommended in the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee report on Australia’s 
Family Law System.

3. Children, Youth and Families Act (Child Protection) Amendment Bill
4. We remain on the advisory panel for this Bill and currently advocating in conjunction with VALS policy 

team in relation to certain sections of the Bill which we find objectionable.
5. Family Violence - The PML is a member of the Direct Service Providers Working Group for family 

violence, a member of the Community Legal Centres family violence working group, and on the 
consultation panel for the Victorian Police draft Code of Practice for Family Violence.

6. Family Law - The Practice has contributed to the NATSILS consultation into the ALRC Family Law 
Inquiry, is a member of the Marram Ngala Ganbu steering committee, contributed to the Review 
of National Mediation Accreditation System Standards, and contributed to the Deloitte/RMIT 
‘Strengthening State-wide Childrens Court Response’ project. The PML is also a member of the VLA 
Community of Practice in Family Law.

Once again, the support of those that have supported real change must not go unrecognised. To that end, and 
on behalf of the Practice, my sincere thanks (in no particular order)  to George Selvanera, Barry Westhorpe, 
Trevor Plowman and Kin Leong.
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CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE

Highlights and Achievements

• Implementation of our Criminal Law Practice Service Guidelines;

• VLA continued its commitment to our practice and partnership agreement by providing a senior lawyer 
from their Indictable Crime team for the fifth year in row;

• Successful service delivery changes to meet the new demands of COVID-19 restrictions;

• Gained VLA Youth Crime panel membership;

• Place-based Mildura practice continues;

• Senior lawyers provided professional sector training with VLA, the LIV and the Magistrates’ Court of 
Victoria, on Higher Court appeals, strategic litigation, amicus curae interventions, and plea making the 
Koori Courts; and

• Successful defence of DPP lead sentence appeal in the Court of Appeal against Mr Codey Herrmann.
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During 2020 – 2021 period, the criminal law team continued to achieve great outcomes for our clients and 
the community, providing culturally safe legal representation, expertise in the Koori Courts and access to 
representation regardless of location or matter type. Our team is cohesive, committed, and passionate about 
providing a voice for our clients. With a team comparable in size to a small, suburban VLA office, we cover 
great distances, predominantly working remotely to provide actual, in-court representation in every court in 
Victoria. Our team currently consists of 12 lawyers (including the Principal Managing Lawyer, 3 senior lawyers 
and 9 lawyers), 1 paralegal and 4 legal secretaries.

This year was marked by the continual opening, closing, reopening and closing of courts at extremely short 
notice due to COVID-19.  The Criminal Law Practice remained nimble in its service response and quickly 
adapted and readapted to the constantly changing environment.  We continued to appear in all jurisdictions, 
both in-person and via audiovisual links.  The team confidentally sought instructions, resolved and finalised 
matters without face-to-face contact with clients, workers, prosecutors and courts, and continued to robustly 
defend clients, ensure culturally safe representation and achieve good outcomes and individualised justice for 
clients.

We anticipate the service will be very busy in the first 2 quarters of 2022 as we, and the courts, work through 
the backlog of matters that have been accumulating without finalisation since early 2020.  COVID-19 has 
significantly hampered our ability to meet with our clients face-to-face either in the community, in police cells 
or prison.  We anticipate an increase in expenditure in brief outs as we work to move as many of our clients 
through the Courts efficiently, respectfully and ensure their voices and stories are heard.

The Criminal Law Practice’s expertise in working for Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people is 
receiving wider recognition within the sector.  Within the last 12 months many of our lawyers have been 
invited to speak and present on a number of panels and Continuing Professional Development (CPD) activities.  
Highlights include:

• Our Principal Managing Lawyer presented a training session with the Magistrates’ Court of Victoria and 
the Law Insitute of Victoria on plea-making in the Magistrates’ Koori Court;

• We presented a CPD session with VLA on strategic litigation, the sentence appeal of Mr Codey Herrmann, 
and intervening as amicus curae in Court of Appeal matters; and

• Evidence given at the Parliamentary Inquiry into Cannabis Use.



• Ensuring continued respresentation in COVID-19;

• Applying for bail at first remand;

• Higher court representation; and

• Increasing the number of lawyers on Victoria Legal Aid Panels

Among our priorities for the last 12 months have been:
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With the ramifications of COVID-19 in prisons and the use of quarantining, effectively solitary confinement 
for up to and more than occassionally in excess of 14 days, to limit the spread of COVD-19 we have been 
strenuously applying for bail at first remand. However, we continue to not be adequately resourced by funding 
bodies to service the night and weekend courts. We will continue to lobby the Victorian State Government 
to provide VALS with additional funding resources to service these courts.  Until then Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people remanded into the night and weekend courts will not be represented by a VALS lawyer 
on first remand.

The professional growth and capacity building of the Criminal Law team has seen an increase in our advocacy 
in the higher courts for pleas and bail applications. We have maintained carriage of a number of high profile, 
extremely serious matters, with one matter initiating a Crown appeal to the Court of Appeal.  We regularly 
receive positive judicial feedback on our welcome expertise and culturally safe pratices in the County Koori 
Court.  The team has demonstrated discretion and professionalism when dealing with these matters, and it 
is to be commended that VALS has the professional capability and support to assist people when they are 
charged with extremely serious matters.

The criminal law team presented oral evidence to the Parliamentray Inquiry into Cannabis Use in Victoria. We 
were an instrumental voice in the resumption of Koori Courts during COVID-19 and the judiciary continues to 
remark on the high calibre of VALS Lawyers in both the Magistrates’ and County Koori Courts.

Our views have formally been sought concerning:

• The Bail Justice Program;

• Bail reform; and

• Court responses to COVID-19.

We were successful in having a breach of a Serious Offender Supervision Order heard in the County Koori 
Court.  While the offence itself is not barred from the Koori Court the offending that lead to registration in the 
first instance was.  The breach was due to our client not being given leave by Corrections Victoria to attend 
sorry business.  Underlying the offending was the trauma experienced by the client in their not being able to 
fulfill their cultural obligations.  If not for the expertise and cultural competence of our lawyers the matter 
would have been dealt with in a mainstream court and a fair and culturally safe hearing of the underlying factors 
that contributed to the offending would not have occurred.  This was the first time offences of this nature 
were heard in the County Koori Court, and it is a significant advancement for the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
communiities access to individualised justice that is culturally safe and respectful.

Case study
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Our inquest practice has grown significantly on account of a good relationship with the Koori 
Engagement Team at the Coroner’s Court, and we are acting in several matters across mental health 
and child protection that will go to inquest in 2022. Our integrated partnership with the Consumer 
Action Law Centre (IP project) goes from strength to strength. We have had four successful AFCA 
complaints against the predatory funeral insurer, Youpla, with a number on foot at the time of drafting. 
We launched our IP project report in May 2021, highlighting consumer, credit and debt issues affecting 
our clients over the past year, with a presentation by supporter, the Minister for Consumer Affairs 
Melissa Horne MP. The project has been recognised for its great work, with funding extended to 2023.

On the pro bono and support front, we established an internship arrangement with the ANU and 
continued our relationship with the Melbourne University Public Interest Law Clinic. We benefited 
greatly from secondment arrangements with VLA, DLA Piper, MinterEllison and Hall & Wilcox and 
otherwise received great pro bono support from Maurice Blackburn, MinterEllison, Russell Kennedy 
(Minters and RK run our pro bono VOCAT clinic), King and Wood Mallesons, DLA Piper, Corrs Chambers 
Westgarth, Gilbert & Tobin, Ashurst and Holding Redlich.

Finally, in September 2021, after many years of preparation, the Civil practice, with the Human Rights 
Law Centre, DLA Piper and pro bono barristers filed the aged pension test case in the Federal Court. 
Brought on behalf of lead claimant and Waka Waka elder Dennis, the case is a representative action 
for older First Nations’ men that argues that because of the gap in life expectancy, a flat pension 
age (it rises to 67 in 2023), indirectly discriminates against First Nations’ people under the Racial 
Discrimination Act 1975 (RDA). It’s the first time the Closing the Gap targets have been litigated and is 
one of the more significant test cases in recent Australian history. If successful, it would bring forward 
the pension age for thousands of First Nations’ people. We expect to get before the court in the second 
half of 2022.
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CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS LAW PRACTICE 

Highlights and Achievements

It has been a busy twelve months for the Civil and Human Rights practice. Stalwarts Jay Chandramohan 
and Rachel Gleeson left the practice, and we welcomed Managing Lawyer Alex Walters, senior lawyers 
Nicole Stobart and Tali Rechtman and lawyers Cyndi Tomlinson and Chris Davies, with Siobhan Doyle 
moving to the permanent senior lawyer role. I am indebted to the team for their incredible work, 
perseverance, resilience, and ability to secure great outcomes for clients through such a challenging 
year.

We practice in tenancy, discrimination, employment, consumer, credit and debt (through our 
integrated partnership with Consumer Action Law Centre (CALC), coroner’s matters including 
inquests, personal safety intervention orders, working with children check matters, the Disability Royal 
Commission (DRC) (through Your Story), institutional abuse matters with the Melbourne Response and 
infringements (through our clinic). We are expanding into new practice areas in 2022. Here are some 
key figures for the practice from the past 12 months:

• Over $500,000 worth of fines waived for clients through our Infringements Clinic

• Approximately $138,400 in client debts waived

• 52 clients assisted with advice and assistance to engage with the DRC

• Over 80 tenancy matters with around a dozen evictions successfully defended

• Six personal safety intervention orders successfully defended

• 12 families assisted with coronial inquests and inquiries

• $39,284 in total compensation paid from employment matters

• Approximately $13,000 in total compensation paid in discrimination matters



WIRRAWAY – SPECIALIST LEGAL & LITIGATION PRACTICE 

Highlights and Achievements

The 2020/2021 financial year has been a busy one for the Wirraway – Specialist Legal and Litigation Practice 
(Wirraway). However, in that period the practice has cemented itself as an important part of the VALS legal 
services directorate and has provided significant support to our clients across a range of matters. 

Established in 2020 to respond specifically to the issues faced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
in the criminal justice system, Wirraway now takes on a range of matters including coronial inquests where 
there has been a death in custody, civil litigation arising out of police and prison misconduct, police and prison 
complaints, and strategic litigation. Particular casework milestones have included:

• Appearing for the family at the inquest into the death of Raymond Noel, who passed away from injuries 
sustained in a police pursuit in 2017. That inquest resulted in findings that were highly critical of police 
tactics and training and recommended significant reform. 

• Continuing to appear for senior next of kin in the inquest into the passing of Veronica Marie Nelson 
Walker, who passed away in the Dame Phyllis Frost Centre in 2020. This inquest, which will commence 
in 2022, is a significant undertaking and will examine important issues related to bail and prison 
healthcare.

• Managing several other inquest files that will likely proceed to inquest throughout 2022 and 2023.

• Concluding our first major civil litigation matter, resulting in a significant settlement for the client, and 
preparing other matters for filing in the new year. 
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We have also sought to fulfil our mandate to provide specialist legal and strategic advice to other units of VALS 
legal services, thereby upskilling VALS’ legal professionals and reducing the need to brief out matters. To that 
end, our lawyers are currently engaged in providing counsel services to the Civil and Human Rights Practice 
in several inquests managed within that team. Wirraway has also provided advice to lawyers in the Criminal 
Practice on how to raise arguments around use of force and illegal arrests in the course of criminal proceedings. 

Wirraway has been able to achieve this despite being a small team. Throughout 2020/2021, the practice has 
generally had two lawyers, one legal trainee, and one paralegal available to it. We have been able to leverage that 
position by engaging collaboratively with other organisations in the sector on particular matters and projects, 
forging pro bono connections with the profession, and by building networks with the bar. This has allowed us, for 
example, to intervene on VALS’ behalf in a Court of Appeal matter heard in October 2021 concerning the human 
rights implications of strip search and urinalysis procedures in Victorian prisons. We look forward to similar 
opportunities to participate in litigation with significant implications for VALS’ clients in 2022 and beyond.

We are also looking forward to opportunities to expand the practice in the next financial year by adding lawyers 
who are able to take on more dedicated project work, including the establishment of a prison outreach service 
into Dame Phyllis Frost Centre, and the coordination of the legal services division’s community legal education 
activities.

It has been a difficult period in which to establish and build up a new legal team but on a personal note, I am 
grateful for the support shown by the VALS board and management for this project. I am also grateful for the 
contribution of the lawyers and support staff who have made up Wirraway during this period. This includes Tieea 
Jaya, the practice’s inaugural senior lawyer, and Sarah Schwartz, the current senior lawyer/advocate within the 
practice, as well as Jacquelin Simondson (paralegal and legal trainee) and Chloe Wilson (paralegal). Without their 
professionalism, skill, dedication and compassion, Wirraway would not be in the position it is in today.



COMMUNITY JUSTICE 
PROGRAMS
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Highlights and Achievements

• One big challenge during the last reporting quarter was the expectation placed on our CJP staff by 
community. This was because many services were unavailable and community members were not 
supported. During this period, our CJP area found themselves as “social workers, housing workers, 
family violence workers, counsellors”. To combat this our CJP staff increased our welfare checks 
not only for those in custody and prisons but across the community. We worked hard to ensure that 
services that were meant to be providing a service were held accountable and were none were, 
our CJP staff provided support services to community members. These checks and support were 
greatly appreciated, and news quickly spread to interstate family members across Australia who 
were contacting our CJP and CNS staff seeking assurance their loved ones were safe and those in 
community who were particularly vulnerable were having their needs met. 

• VALS Statewide Community Justice Leader has arranged for CNO and CJP staff to attend specialised 
family violence training at the Victoria Police Academy. This is the same training offered to Victoria 
Police and staff will have an opportunity to sit alongside Victoria Police members and complete the 
same training. VALS CJP staff have also been extended an offer from Victoria Police to participate in 
their training simulation videos for operational purposes in responding to family violence. 

• VALS Statewide Community Justice Leader working closely with Victoria Police on various groups to 
address issues within the CJP space, including caution – diversion, face to face technology welfare 
checks, changing VPM procedures in relation to welfare checks, slip and falls and welfare risk factors.
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REGIONAL CLIENT SERVICE OFFICER (CSO) PROGRAM
The regional CSO staffing has remained constant during this period with staff working out of the following 
locations:

• Mildura
• Bairnsdale
• Ballarat
• Morwell
• Shepparton
• Swan Hill

Our regional CSOs provide essential services in connecting our lawyer to their clients and the local 
communities. Our CSOs focus is the health and wellbeing of people in custody and ensuring that everyone 
going to court feels supported. 

Due to the COVID restrictions on travel and the shutdown of in person court matters VALS Regional CSOs 
were required to adapt to working from home and finding other ways to engage with community members 
requiring assistance. In their roles the Regional CSO staff support community at court by assisting 
clients to attend court, arrange legal representation, advocate on client’s behalf and assist client in their 
communications with lawyers, understanding court processes and orders. This support is invaluable to 
those who often attend court at very distressing times. legal information when they need it and can talk to 
a lawyer if they need that too. This made the regional staff roles particularly challenging during both COVID 
restrictions and VALS client intake freeze period. 

During the COVID period our VALS Regional CSO staff have been; 

• Completing community referrals to VALS for family civil and criminal matters 
• Keeping weekly communications with solicitors to assist where possible
• Following up with solicitors on behalf of clients (they have experienced high numbers of criminal and 

family matters). 
• Contacting clients via telephone and undertaking letter drops to VALS clients and providing VALS 

contact information
• Participating in various meetings such as LAJAC, LAN, MDAS, Mallee Family Care and VicPol, courts 

and Covid-19 meetings online
• The Regional CSO team have been continuing to provide support to the CJP programs in relation 

to welfare checks to community members in lock down areas and providing support to the family 
violence program. 

• Undertaking Welfare checks on VALS clients in hard and semi lock down areas alongside other CJP 
staff

• Some of the regional team members commenced their Diploma in Community Services and 
participated in various training opportunities such as:

- St John Mental Health and Crisis Support Training 
- First Aid Mental Health Training
- Trauma and Compassion Fatigue Training (VACCHO)
- LGBTI inclusive practice- the session is to help you learn about pronouns, gender, sexuality, 
identities and how to create safe working spaces
- Consumer Action Law Centre (“CALC”) civil training

Regional staff further supported the CLE and Community Justice Outreach officer in attending various 
community led events; providing an important link between VALS legal staff and community members. 
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Regional staff – upcoming 

There is an expected increase on our Regional CSO’s one courts allow in person hearings and matters to proceed. 
We expect there to be a high demand on services due to the backlog of legal matters. The common discussion from 
regional staff is around the impact of COVID and how this has been affecting the way in which people have been 
working and has increased the gap with our communities gaining support and access to services.  Staff are looking 
forward to services opening and to be able to have face to face visits and contact with clients and stakeholders were 
possible.

A Regional Client Service Officer (CSO) officer became aware a client’s three children have been placed in his care by 
Child Protection Victoria. The client has three children each have a range of complexities, two of the children have 
been diagnosed with comorbid disabilities: ADHD, Autism and ODD. The daughter has significant trauma from the 
other parent.

The client has his own ongoing mental health issues that he is struggling with the current pandemic and its impact 
on the family household members mental health. The client has been trying to fix his Centrelink payments and was 
stressing about an upcoming house inspection on his property and has been struggling financially. The Regional CSO 
staff member sought spoke with the Metro Team Leader to arrange brokerage funds to aid in providing skips bins and 
gardening services prior to his house inspection. The brokerage was confirmed and provided.
 
The VALS Regional CSO advised that the client was very grateful and thankful for the assistance that was given to him 
and his family. He was also very appreciative and grateful to the Regional CSO for conducting regular welfare checks on 
the client and his family. He advised our VALS CJP worker that he has “enjoyed being able to have a conversation and 
for someone to be able to listen to him and not judge him.” The client’s case has now been finalised this week and the 
children are permanently with him and they have every second weekend with their other parent.  Dad and the children 
are also linked in with a counsellor and have a paediatrician who sees the children.

Case study

A Regional CSO assisted a community member who has significant mental health, grief and loss and medical issues. 
She did not have a means of getting her medication and had very little food. Her carer was unable to aid due to the 
current lockdown restrictions. A CJP staff member arranged for her medication to be picked up and drove to her house 
and provided both the medication and food. Welfare checks have continued by community justice staff to ensure she 
does not breach her current CCO. 

Case study
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Meetings

In addition to the work undertaken the Regional CSO staff have participated in numerous meetings, such as weekly 
VALS Regional Staff meetings (with guest speakers), RAJAC, LAJAC meetings, LAN meetings, GLAF meetings, 
local COVID response meetings to attending the Royal commission into Disability, Koori Court evaluations of family 
violence hearings in Koori Court, meetings with our Rainbow tick creditor Rebecca Walton, Local Aboriginal Network 
meetings and our all CJP staff meeting. The Regional CSO staff have also commenced participating in VALS legal 
team weekly meetings to improve collaboration between teams and foster greater understanding of the roles of all 
VALS staff members. Staff have also been providing induction training for new Youth Justice workers. 



Highlights and Achievements

• One big challenge during the last reporting quarter was the expectation placed on our CJP staff by 
community. This was because many services were unavailable and community members were not 
supported. During this period, our CJP area found themselves as “social workers, housing workers, 
family violence workers, counsellors”. To combat this our CJP staff increased our welfare checks 
not only for those in custody and prisons but across the community. We worked hard to ensure that 
services that were meant to be providing a service were held accountable and were none were, 
our CJP staff provided support services to community members. These checks and support were 
greatly appreciated, and news quickly spread to interstate family members across Australia who 
were contacting our CJP and CNS staff seeking assurance their loved ones were safe and those in 
community who were particularly vulnerable were having their needs met. 

• VALS Statewide Community Justice Leader has arranged for CNO and CJP staff to attend specialised 
family violence training at the Victoria Police Academy. This is the same training offered to Victoria 
Police and staff will have an opportunity to sit alongside Victoria Police members and complete the 
same training. VALS CJP staff have also been extended an offer from Victoria Police to participate in 
their training simulation videos for operational purposes in responding to family violence. 

• VALS Statewide Community Justice Leader working closely with Victoria Police on various groups to 
address issues within the CJP space, including caution – diversion, face to face technology welfare 
checks, changing VPM procedures in relation to welfare checks, slip and falls and welfare risk factors.

CUSTODY NOTIFICATION SERVICE 
VALS Client Notification program operates 24/7, 365 days. VALS Client Notification Officers (CNO’s) are the first 
point between a community member in custody at local police station. They are responsible for undertaking 
welfare checks on clients who have been taken into custody and arranging legal advice. The failure to follow 
procedures and provide appropriate Aboriginal people are less likely than non-Indigenous people to get all the 
medical care they need whilst in custody. Official procedures are less likely to be followed in cases involving our 
mob and mental health and/or cognitive impairments is a major factor in many cases. VALS welfare checks ensure 
that our mob are safe, especially during the pandemic of COVID and community are extremely stressed about 
loved ones. VALS CNS staff have extended welfare checks to prisons and remand centres because of the ongoing 
impacts of the COVID pandemic.

In April 2021, Jaime Carter-Maggs was appointed to the CNS Team Leader. Jaime has the day-to-day responsibility 
and oversight of the CNS program. They have implemented roster changes, operational and training manuals, 
and materials for current and any upcoming staff. Jaime has since her appointment been focussing on building 
relations with external stakeholders to improve relationships and foster new opportunities for CNS staff to work 
with other agencies and/or organisations. 

The four fulltime CNO’s work a 24-hour roster from Monday - Friday afternoon, and the casual staff work a roster 
from Friday evening to Monday morning. To cater for the ongoing demand on the service, the CNS staff have 
overlapping shifts to assist with welfare checks on those currently in custody and any new notifications. This 
allows a more cultural holistic approach to our welfare checks undertaken. 

There has been a noticeable increase of vulnerability amongst those entering custody having substantially 
increased. In part, this reflects the diminution of protective factors through the extended lockdowns of Melbourne 
and Victoria. As a result, we are also identifying more compromised ability of this cohort to meet bail conditions 
when released so people are returning to custody because of bail breaches, not related to offending that presents 
community safety risks. Rather, related to poor mental health, disability and cognitive/literacy difficulties, 
homelessness, family violence and other markers of socioeconomic disadvantage. Between 1 July 2020 and 
30 June 2021, the notification team processed 11,850 individual notifications from police stations regarding 
Aboriginal people in custody. The daily average the number of notifications received by VALS CNO staff daily was 
32.46 per day. 

There was an increase of persons in custody having to serve their prison sentences in police cells/custody. For 
instance, 10% of all Aboriginal men in police custody (1186) in 2020/21 being remanded. 111 (97 men, 14 women) 
served some or all their custodial sentence in police custody. This resulted in an increase in the number of welfare 
checks undertaken by CNS staff. VALS Metropolitan CNS staff undertook 65,902 contact calls this included 
undertaking ongoing welfare checks, making referrals, liaising with police and custody staff, arranging legal 
advice, contacting family members, and loved ones and responding to calls. 

VALS CNO staff worked closely with Courts Victoria, CISP, BARC and VLA during this period providing additional 
assistance to those in custody during the court “shut down periods” and for anyone having to attend court after 
hours. this period of working together with the BaRC team, CISP, VLA and VALS Client Notification Program. 
This initiative has not only allowed all staff to work together with a better understanding of the roles we each 
undertake, but most importantly provided the necessary supports to those in custody at such a vulnerable and 
chaotic time. 

Some of the solid work and outcomes achieved by VALS CNS during meant clients and community members who 
were unwell and not engaging with VLA, and/or support services were continued to be supported by VALS CNO 
staff in ongoing welfare checks and follow up processes to appropriate persons. Communication between both 
BaRC and VALS staff allowed the identification of additional and other welfare and custody management concerns 
to be identified. This assisted all staff in the support provided and offered to each person in custody. This further 
allowed VLA to be aware of the issues facing each person who attended court. As we are aware these risk and 
custody management issues are not always known to those representing clients and were of assistance to the 
court and Magistrates so that they were made aware. This communication also led to such matters been adjourned 
to undertake further assessments, this was particularly important with clients needing Forensicare assessments. 
This ensures our a more holistic approach to support services. 
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Disabilty Indicator 2020 - 2021

ABI

Intellectual

Hearing

Physical

Autism

ABI I Intellectual

ABI I PTSD

Autism I Intellectual

Physical I PTSD

Intellectual I Hearing

ABI I Autism

Intellectual I Hearing I Physical

Intellectual I Physical

Intellectual I PTSD

Autism I Physical

PTSD

Visual

Visual I Hearing I Physical

ABI I Hearing I Intellectual

ABI I Hearing I Intellectual I Physical

ABI I Phyical



PTSD

Visual

Visual I Hearing I Physical

ABI I Hearing I Intellectual

ABI I Hearing I Intellectual I Physical

ABI I Phyical
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A family who was recently assisted by our CJP staff were extremely grateful for the calls and inquiries made on their 
behalf and the support VALS CJP staff provided. The mother of this prisoner said. 

“I wish you fellas were around when he was younger, when the police were roughing him up and we didn’t know what was 
happening or how he was, it would have been good having a service like yours back then.”

Feedback

Welfare Checks
Custodial Notification Officer (CNO) and Community Justice Program (CJP) 

CNO and CJP staff continue to undertake community, lock down areas, prisons, and welfare checks on people 
in police custody (both police cells and prisons). VALS CNO staff have extended the number of welfare checks 
undertaken and are continuing to “educate” Victoria Police officers about process and procedures in relation to 
safety in custody. They are calling officers and stations out for not following the right processes and ensuring that 
the next time they are required to contact VALS they will do so. Our staff are feeling confident in their understanding 
to question why a person has not been seen by a Forensic Medical Officer (FMO) or been provided their medication 
or started a detox. Staff have also pushed Victoria Police to ensure that persons in custody have been seen by 
Ambulance Victoria or taken to local hospitals.

These checks have been instrumental in ensuring the safety of those in custody during an extremely difficult period. 
VALS staff members. Staff have also been providing induction training for new Youth Justice workers. 

VALS community justice staff were able to assist an elderly resident in the housing towers during lock down. Staff 
became aware from speaking with the Elder that she could not reach any of the food she was provided, and due to 
medical dietary issues required special milk. Furthermore, she could only recall a little of the information provided 
to her during lockdown, so she was not sure how to get assistance. She would normally have a carer to come in and 
assist with daily care and meal preparation. Family were concerned that the elderly resident had not showered for a 
significant period and could not stand long enough to prepare any meals. The carer had not been provided as promised 
for five days at this time. The community justice staff continued to do welfare checks until the lockdown ended. They 
were able to assist the Elder by ensuing her family knew what assistance she was provided. VALS community justice 
staff arranged for priority intake and police to attend her residence and move her food so she could eat and check 
on her wellbeing. The elderly resident was very grateful for the support and response. VALS continued their welfare 
checks until the elderly community member was safe and linked with services. 

Case study
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FAMILY VIOLENCE CSO PROGRAM

The Family Violence Client Support Officers are a dedicated team of case workers that assist clients throughout 
their legal matter with their Family or Civil Lawyer, providing holistic support to limit the amount of re-
traumatisation to the client where possible and provide appropriate referrals to access local community support 
programs and emergency relief monies. This program has allowed VALS FV-CSO staff to work closely with some 
clients until their legal matters have resolved and they have been assisted by the FV-CSO program to refer and 
link them with relevant support agencies. As a result of the referrals and assistance provided clients have advised 
they feel well connected and supported and no longer require FV services through VALS. 

The CSO FV program experienced some hurdles, VALS client intake freeze, COVID pandemic and restrictions, 
staffing departures and recruitment made this past year challenging. Despite many lockdowns and restrictions 
and barriers VALS FV-CSO program-maintained support to the current 14 clients who were current clients and 
were engaged and were receiving supports. During this period, they were also assisted by Tarneen Onus-Williams 
and VALS Regional CSO staff also provided additional support to this program by providing case-management, 
referrals, and welfare checks. This has been of great assistance to ensure that those most vulnerable clients are 
supported. There has been some incredible work done in this space. During this reporting period, Charmain Anton 
who is the Regional Swan Hill CSO commenced working in the FV-CSO program in a dual CSO/Family Violence 
worker. 

The VALS Family Violence CSO Program staff engaged community through various online platforms and meetings 
to assist our program in the development of new resources. This work has progressed well despite the hurdles our 
FV CSO staff have faced, including the pandemic and related lockdowns. 

For example, the FV-CSO staff are currently working on the Family Violence Videos project consulting with 
community organisations and community members within the northern metro region, collecting survey and 
data to create appropriate materials and videos for educating those engaging with Aboriginal communities who 
identify within the LGBTIQA+ and/or Aboriginal Youth cohort; and/or those Aboriginal community members who 
have disabilities. The quantitative and qualitive data will identify the six areas our VALS CJP staff will focus on to 
create videos for delivering at education sessions. 

Numerous surveys have been completed by ACCO’s at VALS request for this project. There have been some 
clear issues identified within the Elders, LGBTIQA+, young people and persons with disability communities 
that are now the focus of producing the videos and educational materials. Such issues included Elder abuse, 
perpetrator accountability, emotional and psychological as one brochure, verbal and financial abuse as one and 
violence against LGBTIQA+ people. It is VALS CJP teams hope that these materials will assist our most vulnerable 
community members in advocating and understanding their rights around family violence and provide a cultural 
framework for the wider community to understand how many mainstream materials to not currently consider the 
intersect between Aboriginality, family violence, disability, and identity.   

VALS Family Violence CSO program has seen a noticeable increase in young people who have been referred to 
this program. The ages of the children referred just for the child have ranged between 11 to 17 years of age. These 
children are presenting with multiple complex needs (self-harming, mental health, intellectual disabilities, and 
other complex needs. The CJP Leader is working with staff to identify individual staff and team needs in relation 
to training and supports to ensure they feel confident and capable in their roles and individual positions. This 
is crucial for ongoing support to those facing family violence particularly young people who are experiencing 
additional barriers due to their vulnerabilities. 



VALS FV-CSO program received a referral for a 14-year-old child. This young person has a formal diagnosis of an 
intellectual disability, Autism and ADHD. The child presented with behavioral and hygiene issues, trauma, physical 
abuse. There was a history of physical abuse and serious allegations of family violence, denial of food and other 
protective factors that were significantly impacting on this young person, his wellbeing and mental health. 

The FV-CSO worked with this young person after he was removed from his family home and placed with extended 
family. There were various issues impacting on this child’s placement. They were not provided any structure in relation 
to their daily activities and/or needs. The manifestation of this young person’s disability and lack of needs been met 
was significantly impacted on his behavior at school. Services tried to engage this young person’s parents; however, 
there was little to no engagement and the young person’s needs was not met in relation to his wellbeing, disability, 
dietary, health, hygiene and education requirements.  

This young person was referred to VALS family team in relation to his child protection placement matters. VALS family 
lawyer referred this young person to the FV-CSO program for support. Both teams and staff worked together to engage 
this young person and provided him an opportunity to express his wishes in relation to his placement. As a result, he 
felt safe to express his desire to return to his previous placement with extended family members. He was given ongoing 
support at all DHHS and child protection hearings and family court matters. He was supported throughout this process 
by VALS FV-CSO who kept contact and visited this young person regularly. This allowed the young person to build a 
relationship in a cultural space that was safe to them.

VALS FV-CSO ensured that services and supports were made for this young person. On the last visit the young person 
was settled, talkative, attending school and was healthier and eating regularly. Staff observed he appeared both settled 
and safe in his placement and the services, referrals and supports made were contributing to improving this young 
person’s health and wellbeing. 

The holistic approach taken in relation to this young person shows the significance of having someone help 
advocate and provide community opportunities to feel safe and speak up, can make a significant difference to the 
quality of someone’s life.
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One of VALS CJP staff members supported and worked with a single parent who is a victim of family violence. VALS 
staff assisted this client in relation to safety concerns and risks. Brokerage funding is being sought to ensure the 
safety of this family. The parent had the ongoing support from our Regional CSO staff member who engaged the 
client with local family violence services and counselling services to help her overcome the traumatic issues she has 
experienced because of family violence.  This client is now enrolled in a Community Services Course as she is wanting 
to give something back to community and assist other women who have been in similar situations as herself.

Case study

Case study



VICTORIA POLICE EREFERRAL (V-PER) SYSTEM

VALS supports any of our mob when they interact with Police Officers, PSO’s, SOCIT, Highway Patrol etc regarding 
non custody issues, when an electronic referral (V-PeR) is requested, it is sent to VALS to process. VALS works 
with clients then to support them during what is often a highly emotional time, providing culturally safe and holistic 
support to ensure that their needs are met beyond legal service provision alone, often working with other ACCOs and 
community organisations to ensure that the client is safe, supported and cared for. VALS staff are trained extensively 
in social work, community services and other associated disciplines. V-PeR notifications are consented referrals 
during non-crisis incidents.

VALS V-PER program received 249 referrals. These referrals consisted of 187 referrals by Victoria Police and 36 
referrals from external community organisations. There were twenty-six participants referred who were unable to 
be assisted due to various factors such as, incorrect contact details provided, not Indigenous and/or did not wish 
to engage with support services. The main referrals made have been in relation to mental health, substance issues, 
homelessness, housing, and counselling services. This was followed by a need for referrals and supports for alcohol 
and grief counselling. The referrals received shows a diversity of complex needs community members are currently 
facing and require support. 
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There were 129 females (10 female juveniles) referred and 120 males (7 males juveniles). Regional participant referrals 
made up 58%, whilst metropolitan participant referrals accounted for 42% of the total referrals.
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Victoria Police Referrals to V-PER
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V-PER Meetings

In addition to the V-PER referrals, Jane has responded to community inquires and attended meetings with both 
internal and external stakeholders. These include weekly VALS Regional Community Justice Staff meetings with 
Marram Ngala Ganbu Steering Committee, Indigenous Voice Consultations, V-PER Reference Group Meetings; 
Shepparton LAN’s Meeting; Hume RAJAC and VALS and VAHS (AOD) meeting. 
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Gender - V-PER Referalls

Metro                        Regional

Adult - Females                 Adult - Males                Juveniles - Males                Juveniles - Females

48%

45%

4%3%

42%

58%



BAGGARROOK PROGRAM

Highlights and Achievements

• Staff collected Christmas toys for the women to be able to provide to their children and extended families 
they have contact with. Additional toys will be distributed through other VALS program areas in need. There 
were during this period two vacant properties and 3-4 women whom we are assessing for eligibility to enter 
the program. 

• In November the Baggarrook program held a weaving workshop was arranged at Baggarrook and we hope to 
hold more programs in the future on a regular basis.

• VALS CJP staff have been contacted by various ACCOS and Elders wanting to be involved in the program 
once restrictions ease.  

• One of our previous tenants is now working full time with The Torch and making great progress in all areas of 
her life. 

• Christmas lunch was held with the VALS staff and women at the property. 
• Two participants are currently organising themselves to move into their new properties 
• One participant recently commented that she was extremely grateful for the assistance in seeking an 

intervention order on her behalf, as she does not believe she could have done it herself
• Participants have enjoyed having VALS staff regularly at the property and have sat down and engaged for long 

periods of time
• Participants expressed their gratefulness in relation to the support they have received over the COVID, 

Christmas and ongoing lockdown periods from staff who have ensured they have what they needed. 
• It has been a great opportunity for VALS staff spending more time at the property to not only “get a feel” for 

what is happening but have more opportunities in an informal way to engage and build relationships with the 
women. One even brought a pair of jeans into the office and ask two VALS staff members if they could sow. 
Our Statewide Community Justice Programs Leader who has been present at the property, sowed the pants 
for the tenant so they could go down the street to purchase more clothes. This was great bonding experience 
for all involved.

• Key outcomes include reduced offending and all women moving into or are in the process of moving into 
suitable long-term housing. VALS is working with AHV and Corrections to refresh processes and tenancy 
arrangements for a new tranche of women joining the program expected in December 2021. 

• Baggarrook staff completed Family Violence foundation and MARAM training online in November.
• Various CJP staff members will be undertaking the Heidelberg Specialist Family Violence Court Training. 

VALS have also worked in partnership to change the service delivery model of Baggarrook. VALS Baggarrook staff 
and Community Justice Programs management are working together to ensure that any changes to the programs 
service delivery is reflected in all policies, processes, procedures, supports and the provision of case management in 
addressing support needs. The delivery of a cultural safe holistic service is central to any change and future direction 
of this program.

Baggarrook program supports in a culturally safe and responsive way, highly vulnerable Aboriginal women at high risk 
of homelessness as they transition to the community from prison. Program partners include Corrections Victoria that 
determines eligibility, Aboriginal Housing Victoria (AHV) which provides the transitional housing inclusive of tenancy 
management and VALS which has support workers working Monday- Friday at the property to assist participants build 
coping skills and self-sufficiency, including addressing the underlying reasons for criminal offending. In addition to 1:1 
information, advice and assistance, the support workers help broker access to other relevant support. 

VALS support workers have provided in-person and remote support throughout COVID restrictions, which has 
seriously limited access to other support services for the women. Support workers have dealt with incidents arising 
between the women and/or associated with them. This includes in relation to breaches of tenancy agreements. 
Support workers have maintained relationships with the women throughout when they would normally have 
withdrawn. 
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COVID has impacted on the service delivery provided for this program. More welfare checks have been undertaken on 
the women to ensure their safety. Staff have been present at the site each day between the hours of 9am and 5pm. 
The increase of staff presence has had a positive impact on relationships. VALS have continued to work with the 
program partners to ensure that the needs and services of the women are still met. This has been supported through 
ongoing regular contact via emails, telephones, and regular online meetings. Staff have been provided work permits 
as workers of an essential service to ensure the delivery of the program continues. Staff have continued to maintain a 
presence at the physical property. This support means the women are following their conditions of any CCO, Parole or 
bail requirements, and staff can identify anyone potentially at risk that may need to reengage with particular support 
services prior to any breaches.

Staff have ensured that all women have been provided with safety supplies. Staff have kept regular contact with 
each client to monitor their progress and support needs. This has resulted in the participants been able to meet their 
Parole or Correctional Order requirements of engagement and reporting. Staff have assisted by ensuring technology 
and resources have been made available and they are present to support the women in these processes and 
obligations. This is a significant step in reducing further contact with the criminal justice system.  

Upcoming program initiatives  

• The Baggarrook program will be evaluated, and it is expected that the learnings from the first year of 
operation will be reviewed and evaluated. 

• It is anticipated that the Baggarrook program will change the nature of the programs tenancy to ensure that 
women who participate in the program are fully supported and engaged. 

VALS Baggarrook staff will be seeking to strengthen and build their current relationships with stakeholders and 
engage other services to work in partnerships and in the delivery of programs.
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VALS COMMUNITY LEGAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Community Legal Education Program (CLE) operates Statewide to deliver legal information sessions to 
community and attending community events with the Justice Bus. 

Funding has been an ongoing issue to ensure coverage across the whole state of Victoria. VALS continues to look for 
funding opportunities to increase innovative ways for CLE to educate and help Aboriginal communities to know their 
rights. The COVID pandemic required our CLE and the Community Justice Project Officer to change the way that 
VALS engage community in providing community legal education. 

Outreach engagement is an essential part of VALS CLE and it’s bringing VALS Solicitors into community for people to 
be able to talk face-to-face with a solicitor about their matters or just ask questions. With the VALS have wonderful 
engaging Solicitors who outreach throughout the year and CLE is very grateful for our legal teams to find time to do 
these sessions. Both community members and solicitors enjoy these sessions as they are informal, and people can 
enjoy a lunch and learn more about each other. It’s also a great way for solicitors to see and feel the hardships facing 
Aboriginal regional communities and hear stories that are important to their understanding when helping Aboriginal 
people. 

With the restrictions in place across Victoria VALS CLE program and the Community Justice Program staff continued 
to work closely with our legal teams to identify local CLE needs in our communities and tailored CLE information 
sessions and programs specifically to those locations. VALS CLE and Community Justice Project Officer prepared 
and networked with other agencies and organisations to have legal information sessions introduced into their 
programs. 

Some of those topics and sessions included:
• Know your rights (stop and search, questioning, request for ID or fingerprinting/photographs and personal 

information)
• Consumer matters (mobile phone issues, rent to buy (Pay day loans)
• Managing debt- Prevention of mental stress, triggers for Family Violence and damaging credit history
• Funeral insurance
• Family law sessions - Child Protection and Access to grandchildren family law sessions
• Police complaints
• Discrimination, Disability complaints
• Wills, Powers of Attorney and Guardianship providing information on changes in these area
• Social media and cyber bulling- lateral violence in Community
• Youth- Dealing with police and your rights
• Youth -Dealing with Discrimination Schools
• Youth- Respectful relationships making young people aware what is a good and bad relationship to prevent 

potential cycle of victims and perpetrators

The CLE team created CLE materials to deliver information online to community members. VALS CLE focused on 
areas such as exploring and advising around community safety of how to use social media in everyday life. This aimed 
at raising awareness around credit, debt, loans, repayments, unpaid bills, fines. It was prevention focused on some 
systemic issues faced by community (substance issues and family violence for example) and took into consideration 
information collected on with the view to target service gaps; needs and information pertaining to COVID-19; its 
impact on the community and COVID’s impact on prisons. Our VALS CLE officer in conjunction with our VALS Civil 
Team was given approval from the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (“ASIC”) to use information 
their Money Smart website (https://moneysmart.gov.au/indigenous). This allowed VALS to use some of the already 
available resources dealing with Money (Moola) issues. Furthermore, it provided VALS an opportunity to partner with 
ASIC allows VALS to give valuable tips and handy hints to help community members utilise their money in a positive 
and use it as a preventative tool against DEBT problems. 
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The CLE staff, community justice staff and management worked closely with all legal teams on topics to present to 
community based upon needs they have seen through work being completed. CLE staff were able to collaborate with 
our VALS Family Law team to provide sessions with vulnerable men’s groups and families in Mildura, Robinvale and 
Swan Hill. This resulted in referrals to legal teams for ongoing assistance. VALS CLE and Community Justice staff 
provided a lunch to Elders in Bairnsdale and met with Lake Entrance and Lake Tyers community stakeholders to 
further build relationships. Meetings were held with many of the RAJAC, youth, education, and project workers across 
all the local Aboriginal Co-ops from Sale and Lake Entrance. 

In a massive collaboration, our CLE staff held back-to-back sessions for young people and their families in 
understanding their rights when interacting with police. We had our criminal legal team, Wirraway, CJP, Disaster 
relief and partners at YRIPP all contribute to education sessions held with the ASHE school. The sessions were well 
attended and provide opportunities for young people to raise issues and build relationships.

As restrictions ease VALS CLE program will continue its community engagement. The coming year will see our CLE 
program produce some exciting videos and materials for the community. In the coming year VALS CLE team are 
working on such projects as the Aboriginal Youth Engagement - Stronger Me, Stronger Us project; ASHE program, 
Cyber Safety, RAJAC community projects, Webinars, Training videos for Bail Justices and YRIPP training and the HEY 
GRANT videos and materials.

LGBTIQA+ Aboriginal Youth GRANT: 

VALS CJP were successful in their application for a HEY GRANT and have been awarded $10,000 to run an LGBTIQA+ 
youth event/activity. Our desire is to empower our young people to have a voice in relation to their experiences and 
barriers they face when engaging services and seeking supports. This project will be youth led with the focus to 
social strengthen and engage the social connections of LGBTIQA+ Aboriginal youth. VALS CJP staff are intending 
on facilitating youth led discussion around barriers, discrimination, racism and legal and social justice issues faced 
by young people. We will work with young people to produce videos and clips to create a community legal education 
video that will be distributed widely amongst organisations and community support services that engage young 
Aboriginal youth. We hope that this project will foster relationships and networks for our young people and instil them 
with pride and enhance their rights to self-determination.
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ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY JUSTICE PANELS (ACJP) PROGRAM

The ACJP was established in 1988 in response to the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. The ACJP 
operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week, supported by local volunteers who provide cultural and practical support 
to Aboriginal persons who are taken into custody to ensure their safety. The majority of ACJP activity is undertaken 
after hours when other services are not open.  

The primary roles of the ACJP Panels 

Victoria Police are required to notify the ACJP when an Aboriginal person is taken into custody.  The ACJP Volunteer 
attends the Police station and conducts a welfare check to ensure the person in custody is safe, that relevant medical 
information is shared, and that families are notified of the person’s whereabouts. 
At times, an Aboriginal person in custody can be released into the care of the ACJP Volunteer who will ensure they 
continue to be safe in the days following release.  This support can continue for some weeks depending on the 
person’s circumstances. 

 Aligned with the principle of self-determination, the ACJP is a service run by the Aboriginal community for the 
Aboriginal community, and in conjunction with its core service of ensuring safety and welfare in custody, is involved 
in other culturally safe crime-prevention and early intervention strategies across Victoria. These strategies include, 
but are not limited to, working to improve the relationship between the local police and Aboriginal community through 
regular meetings and a variety of community engagement initiatives.  

 The ACJP also participate in a range of consultative and advisory mechanisms including Aboriginal Justice Forum, 
Aboriginal Justice Caucus, Justice Collaborative working groups, Regional Aboriginal Justice Advisory Committees, 
Local Aboriginal Justice Action Groups, Indigenous Family Violence Regional Advisory Groups and Family Violence 
Police Protocols local steering groups, Aboriginal Police Reference Group, LAECG, Drug and Alcohol, Aboriginal health 
and wellbeing, corrections, courts, sheriffs, Youth Justice, police local, regional and state and local welfare groups.  

There are currently thirteen ACJPs across Victoria in the following localities each main site covers police stations 
that are also around these areas: 

• Shepparton 
• Echuca 
• Swan Hill 
• Robinvale 
• Mildura 
• Horsham 
• Portland/Heywood/ Hamilton 

Other activities the ACJP undertake include:
Although the initial contact point when Aboriginal people are arrested continues to remain a vital focus, ACJPs have 
been involved in a range of other activities including: 

• Follow-up support with families and persons who may have contact with Police. 
• School holiday program support, positive alcohol, drug and violence free children’s activities. 
• Crisis and emergency/welfare relief. 
• Support for drug and alcohol-free sporting events including football, netball, and basketball; and 
• Attending various community justice related meetings including Aboriginal Justice Caucus, AJF, LAJAC, 

IFVRAG, LAECG, Aboriginal Health and Well-Being, Drug and Alcohol, Corrections, Sheriffs’, and Police. 

VALS provide administrative support to this program. The ACJP is currently in the process of reviews and expanding 
their site locations. VALS CNO staff and the ACJP members work closely together to ensure the safety of those in 
custody. 
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• Geelong 
• Bendigo 
• Ballarat 
• Northern Metropolitan 
• Dandenong   



COMMUNITY JUSTICE PROGRAM STAFF PROJECTS

Disaster Relief Program

VALS CJP was successful in receiving funding to create resources and materials for community when dealing with 
Disasters VALS has employed a Program Coordinator and a Civil Lawyer to deliver the Disaster Relief project. This 
project provides advice and acts for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients and communities affected by 
disasters. Support to address family violence related needs is a core component of this program. Due to lockdown, 
staff have been unable to undertake outreach. Both have continued to develop relationships with stakeholders and to 
improve referral pathways. This includes through attending working groups, meetings with stakeholders and making 
changes to the VALS Disaster Legal Help Check.

Aboriginal Community Justice Reports Project 

The Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service is undertaking this Project, funded with an Australian Research Council grant, 
in partnership with the Australasian Institute of Judicial Administration, University of Technology Sydney and Griffith 
University. The project is also being run in Queensland, through Five Bridges Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Community Justice Group.

The Reports are modelled on Canada’s Gladue Reports and adapted for the Victorian context. In Victoria, 20 Aboriginal 
Community Justice Reports will be produced. A case worker will be made available to each person who participates in 
order to provide support and care.

The Project aims to: 

• Reduce the overincarceration of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people;
• Improve sentencing processes and outcomes for Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander defendants. 
• Information in the Reports will include:
• a more holistic account of individual circumstances, including as they relate to a person’s community, culture 

and strengths;
• community-based options.

VALS proposed trialling Aboriginal Community Justice Reports, a pre-sentence, community written report, which 
aims to gather information about underlying impacts on any Aboriginal offender.

• ‘The purpose of preparing such reports is to identify possible underlying drivers of the individual’s offending, 
in particular, those that may relate to the impacts of trauma and colonisation uniquely experienced as an 
Aboriginal person… [it] also provides a further voice to the offender, their family and community, and thus 
greater involvement in, and engagement with the justice system.’

More information regarding suitability of this project can be found on VALS website. 
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POLICY, COMMUNICATIONS 
AND STRATEGY 
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The Team

Throughout the year, the Policy, Communications and Strategy team (Policy Section) expanded to five staff members. 
The Policy Section now has extensive experience in Indigenous and human rights research and public policy 
development in various contexts across the world.

The work of the Policy Section is always informed by working with staff across VALS to ensure we are centring 
the issues that are most important to our clients and the community. These collaborative efforts on government 
submissions, briefings, media releases, and speaking notes are key to the quality and effectiveness of our work.

The Policy Section has been focusing on influencing relevant stakeholders, such as government actors, legal services 
and ACCOs, to raise the profile of VALS’ advocacy and the impact of our work.

A Strong Voice 

The Policy Section has been increasing the advocacy capacity of VALS. There has been significant demand within 
the community and media to hear what VALS has to say, in recognition of the expertise across the organisation as 
an Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisation providing legal and community services. We have also devoted 
significant efforts to supporting the CEO build relationships with governments at both a political and departmental 
level.

There has been an increase in overall media activity, with an increased output of media releases and interviews. We 
have had front page stories on local newspapers and been the focus of national level stories. Notably, we received 
significant media coverage in May for our Victorian Budget bid and Bail reform campaign. 

There has been a large increase in followers and interactions across VALS’ social media channels. The Policy 
Section has been working hard to maintain this momentum by producing content on a regular basis, with consistent 
messaging around our core advocacy areas.

The Policy Section has also been developing new communications tools. We have hosted several webinars and 
edited them so that they can be posted on the VALS YouTube channel that we have set up, including a webinar on the 
Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and a webinar to launch VALS’ Aboriginal Community Justice 
Reports project. These webinars were attended by community and a broad range of stakeholders, including judges 
and magistrates, Victoria Police, and other service providers. The Policy Section has also co-ordinated and published 
a new community and stakeholder newsletter. The newsletter is published approximately every two months and gives 
a broad overview of the key work of VALS over the preceding few months. We have also expanded our engagement 
with community members on key policy issues through informative factsheets.

Expert Respected Advice 

The Policy Section has been building VALS’ reputation as a crucial representative voice for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people in legal, social justice, and public policy discourse. This work has been underpinned by the 
publishing of high-quality research and discussion papers.

VALS is seen as an authority on important campaigns such as bail reform, Raise the Age, decriminalisation of public 
intoxication and Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. We are regularly consulted on these issues at a range of forums, 
including roundtables that we regularly attend. The work of the Policy Section has meant that we are often leading 
these campaigns in Victoria, producing evidence-based, thoroughly researched policy positions that are informed by 
VALS’ practice.

In February 2021, Building Back Better: COVID-19 Recovery Plan, was published on the VALS website. Building Back 
Better is a comprehensive policy document with 148 recommendations for the Victorian and Australian governments. 
The Policy Section co-ordinated with staff across VALS to include issues that were important to our clients and the 
broader community.

The Policy Section supports and leads a lot of behind-the-scenes advocacy and strategic work to bolster VALS’ efforts 
to enact systemic reforms. The Policy Section has worked closely with departments, Ministers and working groups on 
a regular basis as part of these efforts.
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Supporting the rest of the organisation 

The Policy Section prioritises its role supporting the work of other teams and coordinating work across VALS.

We have worked closely with lawyers across the service to support their clients in responding to media enquiries. 
Particularly in relation to coronial inquests, we have supported clients to use media to raise awareness and amplify 
their advocacy for their loved ones. We have also worked with other teams in VALS to incorporate their clients’ 
experiences as case studies for media and policy documents, centring their experiences.

The Policy Section have supported VALS’ fundraising activities, particularly online. Our growing digital platform 
has helped increase donations raised through the VALS website. This included an end of financial year fundraising 
campaign utilising social media and emails to help raise almost 8 times the usual monthly donations via the website.

The Policy Section has also supported the Executive and Corporate Services team with new recruitment strategies. 
Feedback and results indicate that this work has contributed to an increase in the number and quality of applications 
for job listings.

Next Steps 

The Policy Section is looking at opportunities to support community advocates to be a powerful force for systemic 
reforms. We are considering options for panel of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with lived experience of 
the justice system. This panel would inform the work of the Policy Section on a regular basis and the Policy Section 
would support panellists in their advocacy efforts.

The Policy Section will also be exploring opportunities to have young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people join 
the team and have the opportunity to work in an environment where they can learn policy and advocacy skills.

Policy Section numbers

12 Government submissions and policy papers

34 Media Releases

6 webinars and podcasts on our new YouTube site

2 Community Newsletters

3900 Facebook followers, 

3750 Twitter followers, 

1500 Instagram followers, 

250 LinkedIn followers
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Quotes

“The Aboriginal Justice Caucus stand in solidarity 
with the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service – it is 
disappointing that the Victorian Government did not 
adequately fund VALS in the 2021-22 Budget to deliver 
their proposed placed-based model.”

“VALS deliver a vital, high quality and culturally safe 
legal service. It is vital that the Victorian Government 
adequate resource all specialist legal services, 
including VALS, who are integral in reducing the 
number of Aboriginal people locked in the criminal 
justice system and preventing further avoidable 
Aboriginal deaths in custody.”
- Aunty Marion Hansen, Aboriginal Justice Caucus Co-Chair

“The Victorian Government ought to appropriately fund 
the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service as an essential 
service so that they are able to deliver their services 
across the whole state of Victoria. 

“The cost of not investing in essential services such 
as VALS is likely to result in more Aboriginal deaths in 
custody.” 
– Christopher Harrison, Aboriginal Justice Caucus Co-Chair



Key Issues

Public Drunkenness

Since the preventable , tragic death of Yorta Yorta woman, Tanya Day, in December of 2017, the Day family has 
tirelessly advocated for the decriminalisation of public drunkenness and the development of an alternative 
health-based response. VALS has acknowledged and supported the Day family’s advocacy through our media 
presence and VALS CEO’s participation in the Expert Reference Group (ERG). The ERG was established in 
late August 2019, to provide strategic advice and recommendations to the Victorian Government on the 
decriminalisation of public drunkenness and the development of an alternative health-based response.

Bail Act Reform

The Bail Act was reviewed following an incident in Bourke Street in 2016  in which the driver of the vehicle was 
subsequently found guilty of six counts of murder and was sentenced to life in prison. The driver was on bail at 
the time of the offending . Changes to the Bail Act came into effect in July 2018. 

The bail reforms have disproportionately impacted on Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, with a 
significant number of community members being remanded for low-level offences, such as shop theft. The 
rates of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children and young people on remand in Victoria  are extremely 
concerning. 

VALS saw the negative impact the reforms had on our clients, with numbers of unsentenced Aboriginal prisoners 
on remand increasing by 26% from July 2018 and July 2019.  This can often be due to the client not having access 
to stable housing or police officers not being aware of the vulnerable persons exemption or misapplying bail 
tests. The outcome of these bail reform impacts included clients instructing to plead guilty to charges for which 
there is not strong evidence, particularly where there is a higher likelihood of being released on a plea than being 
released on bail. 

FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 
30 JUNE 2021
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AUDITOR'S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION 
TO THE DIRECTORS OF 

SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL JUSTICE SERVICES LIMITED 
A.B.N. 45 926 675 900 

 
I declare that to the best of my knowledge and belief, in relation to the audit for the financial year 
ended 30 June 2021 there have been: 
 
i. no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements of the Australian Charities and Not for 

Profits Commission Act 2012 in relation to the audit; and 
 

ii. No contravention of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit. 
 
 

 
 
Frederik Ryk Ludolf Eksteen CA 
ASIC Auditor Registration Number 421448 
 
Collins & Co Audit Pty Ltd 
127 Paisley Street 
FOOTSCRAY  VIC 3011 
 
 
Dated this 12th day of November 2021 
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SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL JUSTICE SERVICES LIMITED 
A.B.N. 45 926 675 900 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS 
 
Opinion 
 
I have audited the accompanying financial report of South East Australian Aboriginal Justice Services Limited (the company), 
which comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2021, and the statement of comprehensive income, 
statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended on that date, notes comprising a summary of 
significant accounting policies and other explanatory information and the statement by the Board of Directors. 
 
In my opinion, the accompanying financial report of South East Australian Aboriginal Justice Services Limited is in accordance 
with Division 60 of the ACNC Act 2012, including: 
 

i. giving a true and fair view of the company’s financial position as at 30 June 2021 and of its performance and cash 
flows for the year ended on 30 June 2021; and 

 
ii. complying with Australian Accounting Standards and Division 60 of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits 

Commission Regulation 2013. 
 
Basis of Opinion 
 
I conducted my audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under those standards are further 
described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section of my report. I am independent of the 
Company in accordance with the auditor independence requirements of the ACNC Act 2012 and the ethical requirements of 
the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code) 
that are relevant to my audit of the financial report in Australia. I have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with the Code. 
 
I confirm that the independence declaration required by the ACNC Act 2012, which has been given to the directors of the 
Company would be on the same terms if given to the directors as at the time of this auditor’s report. 
 
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my opinion. 
 
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial Report 
 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance with Australian 
Accounting Standards, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of the 
financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
In preparing the financial report, management is responsible for assessing the Corporation’s ability to continue as a going 
concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless 
management either intends to liquidate the Entity or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 
 
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Corporation’s financial reporting process. 
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report 
 
My objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance 
is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards 
will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users 
taken on the basis of the financial report. 
 
As part of an audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise professional judgement and maintain 
professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also: 
 
 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error, design and 

perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for my opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override 
of internal control. 

 
 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate 

in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the registered entity’s 
internal control. 

 
 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 

disclosures made by the responsible entities. 
 
 Conclude on the appropriateness of the responsible entities use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on 

the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast 
significant doubt on the registered entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material uncertainty 
exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial report or, if such 
disclosures are inadequate, to modify my opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the 
date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the registered entity to cease to continue 
as a going concern. 

 
 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the disclosures, and whether 

the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 
 
I communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the 
audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal controls that I identify during my audit. 
 

          
Frederik Ryk Ludolf Eksteen CA         
ASIC Auditor Registration Number 421448       
 
Collins & Co Audit Pty Ltd, 127 Paisley Street, FOOTSCRAY VIC 3011 
 
Dated this 12th day of November 2021 
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